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Chernobyl alienated zone (ChAZ) at present and in the visible future, being
potentially dangerous territory for the inhabitants of Ukraine, still more or less
actively utilized for industrial needs, and represents itself the unique polygon for
the accomplishment of the complex diverse investigations aiming at the studies
in different media of the processes and regularities, caused by the nuclear
accident and by cessation of the intense economical utilization of the territory, as
well as at the development of various measures concerning rehabilitation of
different objects, areas, biosphere and a man himself.

Regarding the situation mentioned above, there should be distinguished
following groups of problems, specific for ChAZ, which should be undoubtedly
actual in the visible future: - estimation and prognosis of ChAZ radiation and
radioecological state, regarding its influence on the ecological situation in Ukraine;
- working out of strategic and tactical notions concerning the activities in ChAZ
in accordance with "Chernobyl Alienated Zone Conceptions"; - adoption and
realization of administrative decisions concerning the ChAZ support and activities
in it, including evaluation and control over radiological consequences of ChAZ
activities. Solution of these problems should be based on clear notions
including the peculiarities of the structure and processes in different media,
affected by the Chernobyl accident, as well as the distribution, intensity and
direction of migration and secondary localization of radionuclides and other
technogenous elements and compounds; the latter are determined by mutual
influence of biological, geochemical, hydrological and other processes in
interacting media.

The maps are one of the most effective and systematically organized
methods of depicting accumulated knowledges about the structure and
processes in separate media.

The complex cartographic analysis of these consequences could be properly
accomplished only on the basis of revealing and regarding the environmental
elements structure regularities and processes intrinsic for them and for the medium
as a whole.
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In 1995 on the initiative of ChAZ Administration the work was started
aiming at compiling of the atlas of systematically conformed, mutually
complementing maps, which would characterize:

- the process and the structure of the environmental elements system;
- the revealed consequences of the Chernobyl accident;

- their prognosticated estimations for separate media and ecological
situation in general.

The preparation of the ChAZ conformed cartographic materials atlas should
be based not on the mechanical combination of the previously constructed by
different authors and for different purposes maps, but on the complex analysis and
critical estimation of existing primary data, including the cartographic materials,
and also on the data conforming, considering possible necessity of
conducting additional field, analytic and other investigations, on compiling
qualitative integral set of maps, which would describe our knowledges about natural
and technical situation in the zone as full as possible. The purposes of operations
planned are: collection and analysis of the existing materials, studies of the
experience of the atlas
preparation, development of a series of scaled maps for atlas, elaboration of
the methodological grounds of mapping, standardization of investigations
metrological support, accomplishment of the necessary complex of experimental,
regime, field, analytic, metodologic and other works; renewal of alienated zone
topographic maps, development of the computer data base, preparation of the
specialized maps with
corresponding explanatory notes for them, publication of "Atlas of Cartographic
Materials for Chernobyl Alienated Zone". "Atlas" would be the necessary basis
for:

- planning and accomplishment of further investigations to deepen our
knowledges about radioecological, technogenous processes in the alienated zone,
about rehabilitation potential of separate elements or objects of the environment;

- improvement of complex monitoring of alienated zone and surrounding
territories;

- utilization of the atlas materials for more reliable estimation of alienated zone
influence on the surrounding territories and inhabitants of Ukraine;

- development and adoption of the system of administrative decisions;
- the most complete presentation of cartographic information for the broad

circles of the population in accordance with statements of the "Law concerning
Chernobyl accident";

- presentation of the systematic and generalized cartographic information
concerning ChNPP alienated zone to the governmental bodies of Ukraine,
international organizations, governmental bodies of the foreign countries, the
international public.

Regarding the character of the supposed users it is proposed to work out
diverse purposeful variants of the atlas, distinguishable by the content and mapping
scale.

The first group of users ("external users"):
- Cabinet of Ministers, Supreme Soviet of Ukraine, Administration of the

President, international organizations, the governmental bodies of foreign countries,
national and international informational organs, the inhabitants of Ukraine.

The second group of users ("internal" users):
- the alienated zone administration, research and industrial organizations,

conducting the works in the zone or organizations, located outside the zone,
but participating in the works inside the zone.
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The third group of users:
- projectors, specialists involved in projecting and accomplishment of

the works in the most contaminated "nearest" zone, where there are concentrated
ChNPP, "Shelter" object, objects of the "Vector" complex, water intakes of ground
water and other objects.

According to this typification the following sets of "Atlas" are intended to be
compiled.

The first set of maps (basic) includes the whole territory of the alienated zone
(within its new borders); the primary scale of maps is 1:100 000. However in
separate cases the another scale of mapping could be grounded.

The second set of maps is supposed for more detailed representation
of the most contaminated "nearest" zone, located in the central part of the ChAZ
territory.

The most suitable mapping scale for this zone is 1:25 000.
The third maps set is advisable for the Chernobyl accident epicentrum

area, including operation ChNPP ground and its surroundings. Regarding
the requirements of scaled maps, the scale 1:5 000 is the most convenient for this
set of maps.

The forth set of maps, as mentioned above, is intended mainly for "external"
users. Concerning these circumstances, the majority of mapping is proposed at a
scale of 1:200 000, which enables to depict practically the whole alienated zone in a
sheets measuring 40*60 cm, so there would be easy to prepare this set of maps also
in the form of table atlas. Regarding the maps content, this maps set, in general, is
based on the first set of maps. However, they should be adapted for common
(unskilled) people.

Spherical approach would be used in complex mapping of
environmental elements and technogenous activities.

The objects of mapping in this zone are separate spheres, forming the
environment (geobiosphere) - lithosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere, etc. In
accordance with this approach natural-anthropogenous system (NAS) of alienated
zone of ChNPP is formed by interacting and mutually penetrating anthroposphere
and geobiosphere.

The latter, in their turn, are formed by spheres of higher orders. The maps are
devided into groups, sub-groups, blocks and sub-blocks, corresponding to spheres
of different orders. So, for example, in geoshere maps group the sub-group of
geoshere maps is distinguished, including atmosphere block and geological block,
which consists of 7-8 maps.

In sub-group of technogenous influence maps there would be depicted
peculiarities and variety of radionuclides contamination of ChNPP territory.

There is also planned the development of maps set for ecological state and
prognosticated ChNPP accident consequences and other kinds of technogenous
activities.

With the purpose of systematization and integration of spatially oriented
information for maps compiling and preparing computer variant of maps,
there is planned geographical information technologies utilization.

As a result of planned works accomplishment there are supposed to obtain: the
factual data base; the addressed sets of "Atlas" resulted in computer and published
variant; the explanatory notes applied to the maps sets of the whole "Atlas" and
to the maps; recommendations for the field and laboratory works execution, aimed
at the further "Atlas" production, recommendations for planning, organization
and execution of field works (for the period to 2000 and further).

The primary works concerning "Atlas" development are supposed to be finished
in 1996-2000.
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